B) The literature we have given below was created and published by some other persons earlier. We would be able to know about movie theatre, projection screen and movie projector through these essays. Thereby, we would be able to know more about Agi Song Theatre.

C) Record Title – The first English Nonfiction Literature which shows only music video in a projection screen through 70mm movie projector in an auditorium. The knowledge on this revenue anticipated service of english Nonfiction Literature was occupying the world achievements of ‘Gui’ world Record.

D) We looked at the achievements made under the english Nonfiction Literature. Now we are going to show details to make you understand that the above literature is ‘Gui’ World Record only and the details that the Agi Song Theatre has correctly showed how it is created and other important details.

E) It is my achievement – No one has created similar non-fiction up to date. No one is aware of this Agi Song Theatre service sector. Theatre business sector has been in existence for the last 30 years. However, no one had an intention to create a sector similar to Agi Song Theatre. This is the first ever attempt in this Agi Song Theatre sector which is made by me only, that is I, Agilan.